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1 Introduction
Let G be a simply-connected compact Lie group with simple Lie algebra, and let GC be
its complexification. The affine Grassmannian associated to G is the homogeneous space
LG = G˜C/P , where G˜C is the affine Kac-Moody group of regular maps C
×−→GC and P
is the subgroup of maps C−→GC. The space LG is a projective ind-variety and has the
homotopy type of ΩG, the space of based loops on G. Sitting inside LG is a family of finite-
dimensional, complex projective varieties, called affine Schubert varieties. These varieties
are indexed by the elements of Q∨, the coroot lattice associated to G. We write Xλ for the
variety corresponding to λ ∈ Q∨.
Its infinite-dimensionality notwithstanding, LG is in many ways analogous to an ordinary
Grassmannian. There are, however, two striking differences: (1) LG is a topological group;
and (2) the principal bundle defining LG as a homogeneous space is topologically trivial. No
finite-dimensional flag variety GC/Q has these properties. These two properties of LG give
rise to interesting new phenomena that have no analogue in the classical setting. The most
obvious is that there is a Schubert calculus not only for the cup product in cohomology, but
also for the Pontrjagin product in homology. The problem is to compute the coefficients aµσ,η
in the expansion
[Xσ] · [Xη] =
∑
aµσ,η[Xµ].
As far as we know, this problem was first considered in the second author’s 1987 paper
[18] on minuscule generating complexes, albeit in a very special case with specific topological
applications in mind. Since then it has been studied by several authors, notably in upublished
work of Dale Peterson and in [13], [14], [15].
In the present paper we consider the Pontrjagin product on the point-set, geometric level.
A finite-dimensional projective subvariety X ⊂ LG is a generating variety if the image of
H∗X−→H∗LG generates H∗LG as a ring. A Schubert variety Xλ is a geometric generating
variety if (1) for all n ≥ 1 the image of the n-fold multiplication Xnλ−→LG is a Schubert
variety Xλn , with dimXλn = n · dimXλ; and (2) H∗X
n
λ−→H∗Xλn is surjective. Let α0
denote the highest root of G.
Theorem 1.1 X−α∨
0
is a geometric generating variety, with λn = −nα
∨
0 .
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A classical theorem of Bott [3] can be reinterpreted to say that every LG admits a smooth
generating variety. In contrast, the generating varieties of the theorem above are all singular.
Their advantage is that they are Schubert varieties, and give one canonical generating variety
in each Lie type. It turns out that LG admits a smooth Schubert generating variety if and
only if G is not of type E8, F4, or G2 (Proposition 6.6). In type Cn, it turns out that X−α∨
0
is essentially the generating complex for ΩSp(n) considered by Hopkins [9].
The proof of Theorem 1.1 makes use of the balanced product G˜C ×P LG. We construct
an ind-variety structure on the balanced product, whose filtrations are topologically trivial
algebraic fiber bundles Eσ,λ with base Xσ and fiber Xλ (λ an anti-dominant element of the
coroot lattice). Then we relate the group multiplication LG × LG−→LG to the action map
G˜C ×P LG−→LG.
Along the way we consider the surprising topological properties (1) and (2) and how they
fail in the category of ind-varieties. In particular, we show that there is no topological group
structure on LG whose multiplication map is a morphism of ind-varieties (Corollary 3.4).
Regarding property (2), although it is clear that the principal P -bundle G˜C−→G˜C/P is not
trivial as ind-varieties, it is also easy to show that the balanced product bundle is isomorphic
to LG×LG as ind-varieties. It does not follow, however, that the bundles Eσ,λ are products.
2 Notation and Conventions
Throughout this paper, G is a simple, simply-connected, compact Lie group with maximal
torus T , Weyl group W , and complexification GC. We fix a Borel group B containing the
Cartan subgroup H = TC, and let B
− denote the opposite Borel group. Let U be the
unipotent radical of B, so that B = HU . Let S ⊂ W denote the simple reflections, root
system Φ, and simple roots αs, s ∈ S. Let Q
∨ denote the coroot lattice. We denote by C the
dominant Weyl chamber determined by B.
Loop Groups. The primary references for this section are [21] and [12]; see also [19].
An algebraic loop in GC is a regular map C
×−→GC. The set of all such loops, which we
denote by G˜C, is a topological group with respect to pointwise multiplication. In type An−1,
for example, GC = SLnC and G˜C = SLn(C[z, z
−1]). In general Lie type, G˜C can be shown to
be a complex affine ind-group.
Let ΩalgG be the subgroup
ΩalgG = {f ∈ G˜C : f |S1 ∈ ΩG}.
We call ΩalgG the group of based algebraic loops on G. Now, let P be the subgroup of
G˜C of algebraic loops C−→GC (i.e., algebraic loops that may be extended over the origin.)
The following decomposition theorem is a fundamental part of the structure theory of loop
groups.
Theorem 2.1 [Iwasawa Decomposition] The multiplication map ΩalgG×P−→G˜C is a home-
omorphism.
We call this the Iwasawa decomposition because it is a modified analogue of Iwasawa’s
KAN decomposition for real Lie groups. The unmodified analogue takes the form LalgG ×
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A× U˜
∼=−→ G˜C, where A comes from the KAN decomposition of the constant loops G˜C, and
U˜ = {f ∈ B˜ : f(0) ∈ U−}.
Two corollaries of Theorem 2.1 are particularly important for our purposes. First, the
homogeneous space LG is homeomorphic to ΩalgG and hence carries the structure of a topo-
logical group. As we shall observe later, such a group structure is wholly absent in the
classical setting of homogeneous spaces of complex algebraic groups. Second, the principal
bundle P−→G˜C−→LG is trivial.
The following theorem, due, independently, to Quillen and Garland-Raghunathan, estab-
lishes the connection between ΩalgG and the ordinary loop group ΩG.
Theorem 2.2 [Quillen, Garland-Raghunathan] The inclusion ΩalgG−→ΩG is a homotopy
equivalence.
Next, we describe the Tits system associated to G˜C. Let B˜ = {f ∈ P : f(0) ∈ B
−}. The
group B˜ is called the Iwahori subgroup of G˜C and may be thought of as an affine analog of a
Borel subgroup of GC. Let N˜C denote the group of algebraic loops in GC that take their image
in NC. The intersection B˜∩ N˜C is normal in N˜C and the quotient group W˜ = N˜C/(B˜∩ N˜C) is
canonically identified with the affine Weyl group associated to G. Thus W˜ has a semi-direct
product decomposition W˜ = Q∨ ⋊W . Here we note that since G is simply-connected, the
lattice Q∨ ⊂ tC can be identified with the subgroup Hom (S
1, T ) ⊂ ΩalgG. Consequently,
we alternate frequently between additive notation and multiplicative notation; the meaning
will be clear from the context. It is shown in [19] that (G˜C, B˜, N˜C, S˜) is a topological Tits
system.
The Affine Weyl Group. As a Coxeter system, the affine Weyl group has generating set
S˜ = S ∪ {s0}, where s0 is reflection across the hyperplane α0 = 1. The cosets W˜/W have
two canonical sets of representatives: The coroot lattice Q∨ and the minimal length elements
W˜ S. An element λ of the coroot lattice is said to be antidominant if it lies in the closure
of −C, the antidominant Weyl chamber. We write Q∨− for the set of antidominant elements
in Q∨. The antidominant elements of the coroot lattice are characterized by the following
proposition.
Proposition 2.3 For λ ∈ Q∨, the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) λ ∈ W˜ S.
(b) λW is maximal in W · λW/W .
(c) λ is antidominant.
Proposition 2.4 If σ ∈ W˜ S and λ ∈ Q∨−, then
l(σλ) = l(σ) + l(λ).
The Affine Grassmannian. The affine Grassmannian associated to G is the homogeneous
space LG = G˜C/P . By the Iwasawa decomposition, the natural map ΩalgG−→LG is a
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homeomorphism, and hence LG is homotopy equivalent to ΩG by the Quillen/Garland-
Raghunathan theorem. As the notation suggests, G˜C/P is closely analogous to a flag variety
of a linear algebraic group. For example, the B˜-orbits in LG are finite-dimensional affine
cells called Schubert cells. Each such cell is of the form eσ = B˜ ·σP/P where σ is an element
of W˜ S or Q∨. More precisely, let P− ⊂ G˜C denote the subgroup of maps regular at infinity,
let P (−1) = {f ∈ P− : f(∞) = I}, and let U˜σ = {u ∈ U˜ : σ
−1uσ ∈ P (−1)}. Then U˜σ is a
finite dimensional unipotent group and hence is isomorphic to an affine space; furthermore,
the natural map U˜σσ−→eσ is an isomorphism of varieties.
Given σ ∈ W˜ S, if nσ is a lift of σ to N˜C, we shall follow tradition and write σP to denote
the coset nσP . Also, we will write σP/P for the image of σP under the canonical projection
G˜C−→LG.
The closure eσ, which is denoted Xσ, is called an affine Schubert variety or simply, a
Schubert variety. These varieties are (finite-dimensional) complex projective varieties.
3 LG as a Topological Group
Since ΩalgG is a topological group under pointwise multiplication, LG inherits a topological
group structure from the canonical homeomorphism ΩalgG
∼=−→ LG. This group structure
is a special feature of our present, affine setting. Indeed, a classical homogeneous space of
the form GC/P cannot even be given the structure of an H-space. A classical theorem of
Hopf shows that the rational cohomology ring of a finite H-space is isomorphic to an exterior
algebra on odd-dimensional classes. The cohomology of GC/P , however, is concentrated in
even dimensions.
On the other hand, there is no algebraic ind-group structure on LG. Here algebraic
ind-group means “group object in the category of ind-varieties”; it does not mean that the
filtrations defining the ind-variety structure are subgroups. We say that an ind-variety X
is irreducible if it cannot be written as a union of two proper Zariski closed subsets. It is
easy to show that X is irreducible if and only if it admits a filtration by finite-dimensional
irreducible subvarieties.
Proposition 3.1 Let G be an irreducible projective algebraic ind-group. Then G is abelian.
Proof: Let Gn be a filtration of G by irreducible projective varieties (note that Gn need not
be a subgroup). Let γ : G×G−→G be the map that sends (g, h) to its commutator ghg−1h−1
and observe that γ is a morphism of ind-varieties. For h ∈ G, we let γh(g) = γ(g, h) and
note that γe(g) = e for every g ∈ G. Since each Gn is irreducible and projective, Lemma
1 of [Shafarevich, 4.3] applies to the restriction of γ to (G × G)n = Gn × Gn. Thus, γh is
constant for each h ∈ Gn. Since γh(e) = e, it follows that each γh ≡ e, whence γ(g, h) = e
for all g, h in Gn. Since n may be chosen arbitrarily, we conclude that G is abelian.
Corollary 3.2 The topological group structure on LG is not an algebraic ind-group structure.
We can say more, however.
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Proposition 3.3 Let G be an ind-variety with filtration (Gn). Suppose that G admits a
topological group structure with a regular multiplication map. If each Gn is a normal variety,
then the inversion map is also regular.
Proof: Let G satisfy the hypotheses stated in the proposition. Let µ : G × G−→G be the
multiplication map and χ : G−→G be the inversion map. For a fixed level Gp of the filtration,
there exist integers q and n for which χ(Gp) ⊂ Gq and µ : Gp×Gq−→Gn is a regular map of
finite-dimensional varieties. Let V ⊂ Gp ×Gq be the fiber of µ over the identity element e.
Since µ is regular, V is a subvariety of Gp×Gq. The projection π1 : V−→Gp is bijective and,
since Gp is normal, an isomorphism ([12], p. 514). We conclude that χ = π2π
−1
1 : Gp−→Gq
is algebraic.
Corollary 3.4 There does not exist a topological group structure on LG with a regular mul-
tiplication map.
Proof: Suppose that such a structure exists. Since the levels of the standard filtration on
LG are Schubert varieties—and thus normal ([12], p. 274)—Propositions 3.3 and 3.1 imply
that the group structure is abelian. It follows that LG is homotopy-equivalent to a product
of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces ([8], 4K.7). Since the cohomology of LG is torsion-free and
concentrated in even degrees, the Eilenberg-MacLane spaces in question must be of type
K(Z, 2). Thus LG is a product of CP
∞’s. Since π2(LG) = Z, LG ∼= CP
∞, a contradiction in
any Lie type.
We next show that the inversion map on LG is not regular. The proof makes use of the
following lemma.
Lemma 3.5 For w ∈ W , let ϕw : G/T−→G/T denote the map gT 7→ gwT . If w 6= 1, then
ϕw is not a morphism of varieties GC/B−→GC/B.
Proof: Suppose that w 6= 1 and that ϕw : GC/B−→GC/B is regular. Let rw : GC−→GC
denote right multiplication by w and consider the following diagram:
GC GC
GC/B GC/B
✲rw
❄
pi
❄
pi
✲
ϕw
Observe that the diagram commutes when restricted to G in the upper left. Since G is
Zariski dense in GC, the regularity of ϕw implies that the unrestricted diagram commutes.
This yields a contradiction, however, since π(Uw) is a point, whereas π ◦ rw is an embedding
on Uw.
Proposition 3.6 The inversion map χ : LG−→LG is not regular.
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Proof: Note that, for λ ∈ Q∨, χ takes the P -orbit Oλ to the P -orbit Oλ−∞ . Fix λ ∈ Q
∨
−
with αsλ = 0 for all s ∈ S, and let Yλ denote the GC-orbit GC · λ. The corresponding subset
of ΩalgG is Zλ, the image of the map ψλ : G/T−→ΩalgG given by ψλ(gT ) = gλg
−1. Since
λ is dominant, the dominant representative of the orbit Oλ−∞ is w0 · λ
−1. We thus have a
commutative diagram of homeomorphisms:
G/T Zλ
G/T Zλ
✲ψλ
❄
ϕw0
❄
χ
✲
ψ
w0·λ
−1
Expressing this in terms of varieties yields
GC/B Yλ
GC/B Yλ
✲
❄
ϕw0
❄
χ
✲
where now the horizontal maps are just the usual orbit maps gB 7→ gλ, gB 7→ gw0λ
−1,
respectively. If χ is algebraic in this diagram, then it is an isomorphism of varieties. This
implies ϕw0 is algebraic, contradicting the lemma.
4 The balanced product G˜
C
×P LG
In this section we study the balanced product EG = G˜C ×P LG. We begin with a discussion
of the orbit map G˜C−→LG. Next we define a natural ind-variety structure on G˜C ×P LG.
Finally, we discuss the Pontrjagin product and the balanced product in homology.
4.1 The action map G˜C × LG−→LG
The following proposition is a special case of [12], Lemma 7.4.10 and Proposition 7.4.11.
Proposition 4.1 The orbit map π : G˜C−→LG is a morphism of ind-varieties. Furthermore,
π is a Zariski locally trivial principal P -bundle, as ind-varieties.
Note that π is not globally trivial as ind-varieties, since G˜C is affine and LG is projective.
On the other hand, it is a striking fact that π is globally trivial in the complex topology; this
follows immediately from the Iwasawa decomposition. In contrast, for a finite-dimensional
flag variety GC/QI the principal QI bundle GC−→GC/QI is never topologically trivial, since
π2GC ∼= π2G = 0, whereas π2(GC/QI) ∼= H2(GC/QI) ∼= Z
|S|−|I|.
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Call a morphism of ind-varieties f : X−→Y a quotient morphism if whenever Z is an
ind-variety and g : Y−→Z is a set map such that gf is a morphism of ind-varieties, we have
g a morphism of ind-varieties. Any regular map with local sections is a quotient morphism,
hence:
Corollary 4.2 π is a quotient morphism.
This yields:
Proposition 4.3 The action map θ : G˜C × LG−→LG is a morphism of ind-varieties.
The G˜C-action on LG has two nice properties: First, if Q ⊂ G˜C is any proper, standard
parabolic subgroup, then LG is exhaustively filtered by Q-invariant Schubert varieties Xλ.
Second, the action of Q on such an Xλ factors through a finite-dimensional quotient algebraic
group Q/Qλ. In other words, the action is “regular” in the sense of [12], p. 213, except that
our parabolics are not pro-groups but rather subgroups of certain associated pro-groups.
In the case of interest to us, namely Q = P , there is a simple explicit description of the
finite-dimensional quotients and the factored action. Thinking of P as G(C[z]), there are nat-
ural surjective morphisms of algebraic ind-groups ǫk : P−→G[k], where G[k] = G(C[z]/z
k).
Let P (k) denote the kernel of ǫk. Then if λ ∈ Q
∨
−, it is not hard to show directly that P
(k)
acts trivially on Xλ for all sufficiently large k. Hence the finite-dimensional algebraic group
G[k] acts algebraically on Xλ.
We note also that G˜C/P
(k)−→LG is a Zariski locally trivial principal G[k]-bundle, as
ind-varieties. Indeed for this it is enough to show that ǫk is locally trivial; but in fact it is
globally trivial, as a principal P (k)-bundle of ind-varieties ([6]).
4.2 Ind-variety structure on EG
As topological spaces, we may filter G˜C ×P LG by the subbundles G˜C ×P Xλ−→LG, where
λ ranges over Q∨−. Restricting these subbundles to Xσ, σ ∈ W˜
S, we obtain a local product
Eσ,λ−→Xσ with fiber Xλ. In fact Eσ,λ has a unique structure of projective variety, such that
Eσ,λ−→Xσ is locally trivial in the Zariski topology as varieties. To prove this we need two
lemmas.
Lemma 4.4 Let π : E−→X be a morphism of noetherian schemes over a noetherian base
scheme A, and suppose that π is locally trivial with fiber F . Let P be any class of morphisms
over A that is closed under composition and base change, and local in the target. Then if
F−→A and X−→A are in P, so is E−→A.
In particular this holds when P is the class of separated, finite type, or proper morphisms.
Proof: The first part is an easy exercise. The last assertion follows from standard facts ([7],
§II.4).
Lemma 4.5 Let π : E−→X be a local product with fiber F in the complex topology, and
suppose that (i) X,F are varieties; (ii) there are local trivializations on a Zariski open cover
Uα of X; and (iii) the transition functions Uα ∩ Uβ × F−→Uα ∩ Uβ × F associated to the
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cover in (ii) are regular. Then E has a unique algebraic variety structure compatible with
the trivializations in (ii), so that π is a local product as varieties. Moreover, if X and F are
complete, then so is E.
Proof: Identify the category of varieties over C with the category of reduced separated
schemes of finite type over SpecC. By the gluing lemma ([7], II.2.2) we obtain a reduced
scheme E ′ over SpecC, and a morphism of schemes E ′−→X that is locally trivial with fiber
F . By the previous lemma, E ′ is separated of finite type, and is complete if X and F are
complete. Furthermore, the set of complex points E ′(C) is naturally identified with E. This
proves the lemma.
This yields a complete ind-variety structure on G˜C ×P LG, indexed by the poset W˜
S×Q∨−.
Note that the maps π, φ : G˜C ×P LG−→LG given by π([g, x]) = gP , φ([g, x]) = gxP are
morphisms of ind-varieties. Then Ψ = (π, φ) defines an isomorphism of ind-varieties
Ψ : G˜C ×P LG
∼=−→ LG × LG.
The inverse map is given by (gP, xP ) 7→ [gP, g−1xP ]. Since Eσ,λ is complete, it maps
isomorphically onto its image in the projective ind-variety LG×LG. Hence Eσ,λ is projective,
and G˜C ×P LG is a projective ind-variety.
Remarks: 1. We could have used Ψ to define the ind-variety structure, but the direct
construction given above is more natural and has more general applicability. Note that Ψ
embeds Eσ,λ as a subvariety of Xσ ×Xσλ.
2. A similar argument shows that the G[k] bundle G˜C/P
(k)−→LG has a natural ind-
variety structure, such that if P (k) acts trivially on Xλ, then Eσ,λ−→Xλ is an algebraic fiber
bundle with structure group G[k].
4.3 Bi-Schubert cells in Eσ,λ
Fix σ ∈ W˜ S and λ ∈ Q∨−. Then Eσ,λ is partitioned into bi-Schubert cells:
Eσ,λ =
∐
τ≤σ,ν≤λ
eτ,ν ,
where eτ,ν = Uττ × eν , identifying the latter with a subspace of Eσ,λ in the evident way.
Lemma 4.6 a) Each bi-Schubert cell is a locally closed subvariety of Eσ,λ.
b) The closure relations on the bi-Schubert cells are given by the product order on
W˜ S × W˜ S.
Proof: The proof is similar to one of the standard proofs for the Schubert cells, so we
only sketch the method. First we recall the Bott-Samelson varieties (see [12], §7.1). Let
s = (s1, ..., sp) be a sequence of elements of S˜, and let Zs denote the balanced product
Zs = Ps1 ×B˜ Ps2 ×B˜ ...Psp ×B˜ ∗,
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where Psi denotes the parabolic subgroup generated by B˜ and si, and ∗ is a point. The
Bott-Samelson variety Zs is a smooth projective variety and an iterated P
1-bundle. We
write [g1, ..., gp] for an equivalence class defining a point in Zs. Then there is a regular map
ρ : Zs−→LG given by ρ[g1, ..., gp] = g1g2...gpP . If w = s1...sp is an S-reduced expression,
then ρ is a smooth resolution of Xw; in fact it is an isomorphism over the top cell ew.
Now suppose τ, ν ∈ W˜ S as above. If w = τν is a reduced product, choosing an S-
reduced expression compatible with the product yields a Bott-Samelson map ρ˜ : Zs−→eτ,ν
commuting in the diagram
Zs Xw
eτ,ν
✲ρ
❄
ρ˜
 
 
  ✒
φ
The proof is completed by analyzing ρ˜; details are left to the reader.
4.4 The balanced product in homology
We define the balanced product on H∗LG by
[Xτ ] ⋆ [Xν ] = φ∗[Eτ,ν ].
Proposition 4.7 The balanced product is associative but not commutative, and satisfies
[Xτ ] ⋆ [Xν ] =
{
[Xτν ] if τν is S-reduced
0 otherwise
Proof: Suppose τν is reduced. Then since Eτ,ν−→Xτν is an isomorphism of varieties over
the top cell, it has degree one in homology. Hence [Xτ ] ⋆ [Xν ] = [Xτν ]. If τν is not reduced,
we still have a Bott-Samelson map ρ˜ : Z−→Eτ,ν , so that ρ∗[Z] = [Eτ,ν ]. Then φ ◦ ρ˜ = ρ :
Z−→LG. Since the product is not reduced, it follows easily that dimρ(Z) < dimZ and
hence ρ∗[Z] = 0. This proves the displayed formula. Clearly the product is associative, and
is not commutative since τν S-reduced need not imply ντ S-reduced.
Proposition 4.8 Suppose σ ∈ W˜ S, λ ∈ Q∨−. Then a) φ(Eσ,λ) = Xσλ
b) φ∗([Eσ,λ]) = [Xσλ].
c) φ∗ : H∗Eσ,λ−→H∗Xσλ is onto.
d) For every ω ≤ σλ, there exists τ ≤ σ and ν ≤ λ in W˜ S such that [Xτ ] ⋆ [Xν ] = [Xω].
Proof: Parts a, b and c follow easily from the cell decomposition and the Steinberg Lemma
([22], Theorem 15, and [11], Proposition 3.1). Part (d) is a refinement of (c), proved as
follows: Suppose ω ≤ σλ, and choose an S-reduced product decomposition ω = τν with
τ ≤ σ and ν ≤ λ. Then ν ∈ W˜ S. We claim that if we choose such a decomposition with
ν of maximal length, then also τ ∈ W˜ S: For if not, then τ ↓ τs for some s ∈ S, and hence
there is a reduced product τ = τ ′s. But then ω = τ ′sν is reduced, and sν ≤ sλ ≤ λ, since
λ ∈ Q∨−. This contradicts the maximality of ν, proving our claim. Thus [Xτ ] ⋆ [Xν ] = [Xω].
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4.5 The Pontrjagin product
Proposition 4.9 Eσ,λ−→Xσ is topologically a product bundle Xσ × Xλ. In fact there is a
unique trivialization η such that the diagram
Xσ ×Xλ Eσ,λ
LG
❄
m
✲η
 
 
 
 
  ✠
φ
commutes.
Proof: This follows from the Iwasawa decomposition.
Remark: These trivializations are not regular maps, since if they were then the product map
m would be algebraic. We conjecture that Eσ,λ−→Xσ is never a product bundle as varieties,
nor indeed a product at all. We note also that η does not map eσ × eλ into eσ,λ; we only
have that η(eσ × eλ) ⊂ Uσσ ×Oλ.
Proposition 4.10 Suppose σ ∈ W˜ S, λ ∈ Q∨−. Then
a) m(Xσ ×Xλ) = Xσλ
b) m∗([Xσ]⊗ [Xλ]) = [Xσλ].
Proof: Part (a) follows from Proposition 4.8 and Proposition 4.9. Since η is a map of Xλ-
bundles over Xσ, having degree one on the base and the fiber, η itself has degree one. Part
(b) then follows similarly.
5 The canonical generating variety
A generating complex for an H-space Y consists of a CW-complex K and a map f : K−→Y
such that the image of H∗f generates H∗Y as a ring. A generating variety for LG is a
finite-dimensional projective subvariety X such that X ⊂ LG is a generating complex. A
Schubert variety Xλ is a geometric generating variety if (1) for all n ≥ 1 the image of the
n-fold Pontrjagin multiplication mn : Xnλ−→LG is a Schubert variety Xλn with dimXλn =
n · dimXλ; and (2) m
n
∗ : H∗X
n
λ−→H∗Xλn is surjective. Since the sequence λn is cofinal in
W˜ S, a geometric generating variety is in particular a Schubert generating variety. Now let
λ0 = −α
∨
0 ∈ Q
∨
−. The following theorem provides a canonical geometric generating variety
in every Lie type.
Theorem 5.1 Xλ0 is a geometric generating variety for LG.
Proof: Take λn = −nα
∨
0 . The theorem then follows from Proposition 4.10 and induction on
n.
As a corollary we obtain a classical theorem of Bott [3].
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Corollary 5.2 The homology ring H∗ΩG is finitely-generated.
Bott’s proof uses generating complexes; indeed he introduced the concept partly for this
purpose. His generating complexes, however, are smooth manifolds, whereas ours are always
singular varieties as we will see shortly. We will also see that smooth Schubert generating
varieties exist if and only if G is not of type E8, F4, or G2. Our canonical generating varieties
have a number of interesting properties:
Xλ0 as Thom space: Taking P -orbits instead of B˜-orbits in LG yields a stratification
LG =
∐
λ∈Q∨
−
Oλ,
where Oλ is isomorphic to a vector bundle ξλ over the Levi orbit Mλ = GC ·λP . HereMλ is a
flag variety GC/QI(λ), where I(λ) = {s ∈ S : sλW = λW}. For details of this construction,
see [20].
Taking λ = λ0, one finds that I(λ0) corresponds to the nodes on the ordinary Dynkin
diagram that are not adjacent to s0 in the affine diagram. The adjoint action of Q = QI(λ0)
on gC stabilizes the one-dimensional root subalgebra uα0 , so that
ξλ0 = GC ×Q uα0 .
Furthermore, since λ0 is the minimal nonzero element of Q
∨
−, we have Xλ0 = Oλ0 = Oλ0 ∪∗,
where ∗ is the basepoint. Hence Xλ0 is the one-point compactification of Oλ0 and so can be
identified with the Thom space T (ξλ0).
Minimal nilpotent orbits. Let Y0 ⊂ gC denote the minimal non-trivial nilpotent orbit; that
is, the orbit of a nonzero element x ∈ uα0 . Then
Y0 ∼= GC ×Q (uα0 − {0}).
In other words, Y0 is the C
× bundle associated to ξλ0 . Hence Xλ0−(Mλ0 ∪∗)
∼= Y0. Similarly,
Y 0 ∼= Xλ0 −Mλ0 . In particular, Y 0 and Xλ0 have equivalent singular points. Since the cone
point in Y 0 is known to be singular, this gives one way to see that Xλ0 is singular at the
basepoint. We will give a different proof below. For an elegant computation of H∗Y0, see
[10].
Birkhoff strata. The Birkhoff stratification of LG is “dual” to the Schubert cells, and defines
a descending filtration by ind-subvarieties Zλ (λ ∈ Q
∨ ∼= W˜ S) [12] [21] [6]. There is a
unique codimension one Birkhoff variety, namely Zs0 = Zα∨0 . It is P -invariant and hence
Zα∨
0
∩ Xλ0 ⊂ Mλ0 ; since both varieties are irreducible of codimension one, it follows that
the inclusion is an equality. Thus if U0 is the Zariski open complement LG − Zα∨
0
, we
have U 0 ∩ Xλ0 = Y 0. This observation enters into the beautiful classification of minimal
degeneration singularities in [16].
Segments. Every w ∈ W˜ S has a canonical reduced factorization w = σ1σ2...σn into segments,
defined in [2]. For present purposes we will use a slightly different definition, ignoring the
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refinement for types BD of [2]. We say that σ ∈ W˜ S is a segment if it is in the left W -orbit
of s0 in W˜
S ∼= W˜/W . In other words, the segments are precisely the elements that index
the cells of Xλ0 , excluding the basepoint. Each such σ has a unique reduced factorization
σ = νs0 with ν ∈ W
J , where J is the complement in S of the set of nodes adjacent to s0
in S˜. It is then easy to show that each w ∈ W˜ S has a unique factorization into segments
w = σ1σ2...σn such that each partial product σ1...σk is also in W˜
S. The canonical generating
variety can be viewed as a geometric expression of this factorization; for example, it follows
that there is a corresponding unique ⋆-factorization of homology classes
[Xw] = [Xσ1 ] ⋆ [Xσ2 ] ⋆ ... ⋆ [Xσn ].
No such factorization holds for the Pontrjagin product, however [13] [14].
Examples: (i) Type An, n ≥ 2: This is the only type in which s0 is adjacent to more than one
node in the affine Dynkin diagram, and hence is the only type in which the flag variety Mλ0
is of non-maximal type. Explicitly, Mλ0 is the variety of flags of type V
1 ⊂ V n ⊂ Cn+1. Now
let ξ1, ξn+1 denote the line bundles corresponding to V
1 and Cn+1/V n respectively. Then
ξλ0 = Hom (ξn+1, ξ1). In this case the canonical generating variety is not very efficient; the
smallest generating varieties are the minuscule generating varieties Pn ⊂ LG.
(ii) Type Cn, n ≥ 1 (type A1 is best thought of as type C1 in this context). Here Mλ0
has type Cn/Cn−1; thus Mλ0
∼= P2n−1. Then ξλ0
∼= η∗2 where η is the canonical line bundle
(in topologist’s but not geometer’s terminology, i.e., η∗ is the hyperplane section bundle).
Hence c1(ξλ0) ∈ H
2P2n−1 is twice a generator. For later reference, we note that it follows
that Xλ0 satisfies Poincare´ duality rationally but not integrally.
Now let µ ∈ Q∨ be the unique element immediately below λ0 = −α
∨
0 ; that is, µ = s1λ0.
Since H∗ΩSp(n) ∼= Z[a1, ..., an] with |ai| = 4i−2, it follows that Xµ is a Schubert generating
variety for LSp(n). In fact Xµ = T (ξλ0 ↓ CP
2n−2). This is the generating complex of [9].
(iii) Type G2. The flag variety Mλ0 is G2C/Q, where Q is the parabolic omitting the long
node s2. It is a chain with cells indexed by 1, s2, s1s2, s2s1s2, s1s2s1s2, s2s1s2s1s2. For short,
let Xk denote the Schubert variety of dimension k in GC/Qs0, and define yk ∈ H
2k(GC/Qs0)
by 〈yk, [Xk]〉 = 1. Then the Chevalley formula shows that y1 = c1(ξλ0) and the cup products
y1yk−1 = akyk with ak = 1, 3, 2, 3, 1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ 5. Proposition 6.2 below then shows that
Xλ0 satisfies Poincare´ duality rationally but not integrally, and in particular is not smooth.
6 Smooth vs. singular generating varieties
We first give an easy topological proof thatXλ0 is singular. From the Thom space description
we see that Xλ0 is smooth away from the basepoint (i.e., the point at infinity).
Proposition 6.1 a) Xλ0 never satisfies Poincare´ duality over Z. Hence the basepoint is a
singular point.
b) Xλ0 satisfies Poincare´ duality over Q if and only if G has type A1, Cn, or G2.
This is a special case of [1], but it is worthwhile to sketch a proof here. Let X be a
space satisfying Poincare´ duality of dimension 2n, with HoddX = 0. We say that a space is
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palindromic if it satisfies Poincare´ duality additively, and is a chain if has Poincare´ polynomial
1+ t2+ t4+ ...+ t2n. The proof of the following lemma is elementary, and left to the reader.
Lemma 6.2 Let ξ ↓ X be a complex line bundle over X. Then
a) T (ξ) is palindromic if and only X is a chain if and only if T (ξ) is a chain.
b) T (ξ) satisfies Poincare´ duality if and only if H∗X ∼= Z[c1ξ]/(c1ξ)
n+1.
We also have:
Lemma 6.3 GC/QI(λ0) is a chain if and only if G has type A1, Cn or G2.
The proof is an easy and amusing exercise with Dynkin diagrams. Consider, for example,
type E8:
s s s s s s s s
s
1 3 4 5 6 7 8
2
The Weyl group elements indexing the cells of GC/QI(λ0) begin with s8, s7s8, and so on until
the fork at s4 is reached and we find two elements of length 6. Hence GC/QI(λ0) is not a
chain in type E8. Other types can be ruled out in the same way; in the case of F4 note that
the node s3 counts as a fork since one can reverse direction along the doubled edge.
The two lemmas imply that if Xλ0 even rationally satisfies Poincare´ duality, then G must
have type A1, Cn, or G2. As shown in the previous section, these types do satisfy Poincare´
duality rationally, but not integrally.
We now recall the classical construction of Bott [3], which yields certain smooth generat-
ing varieties for LG. These generating varieties are not always Schubert varieties, but they
are always either Schubert varieties or Levi orbits. Bott works with the adjoint form Gad of
G, so that Hom (S1, T ad) can be identified with the coweight lattice P∨. If λ ∈ P∨, let Cadλ
denote the centralizer of λ in G. The Bott map
Bλ : G
ad/Cadλ −→Ω0G
ad
is defined by Bλ(gC
ad
λ ) = λgλ
−1g−1. Here Ω0 denotes the basepoint component of the loop
space. In fact Bott used the inverse of this map, but H∗Bλ and H∗B
−1
λ generate the same
subring of H∗Ω0G
ad, so the distinction will not be important. Note that (i) the canonical
map ΩG−→Ω0G
ad is a homeomorphism; and (ii) Bλ is in fact a map into the algebraic loops
Ωalg,0G
ad.
The main result of [3] is that whenever λ is a “short minimal circle”, Gad/Cadλ −→Ω0G
ad
is a generating complex. In particular, the fundamental coweight ω∨s associated to a long
simple root αs is a short minimal circle; we will confine our attention to this special case. If
λ = ω∨s happens to lie in the coroot lattice Q
∨ (examples occur in every type except A, C),
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then Bλ can be viewed in an evident way as a commutator map G/Cλ−→ΩalgG. Identifying
ΩalgG = LalgG/G = LG, we may also view Bλ as the map gCλ 7→ λgλ
−1P . Since we are
assuming λ ∈ Q∨, multiplication by λ is homotopic to the identity and hence this last map
is in turn homotopic to the map gCλ 7→ gλ
−1P . In other words, Bott’s generating complex
corresponds to the GC-Levi orbit M−λ. This yields the following corollary of Bott’s work:
Proposition 6.4 Suppose αs is a long root and ω
∨
s ∈ Q
∨. Then the GC-Levi orbit M−α∨s is
a smooth generating variety for LG.
In particular, if G is not of type An or Cn, then M−α∨
0
is a generating variety.
The second assertion follows because except in types AC, there is a unique node t ∈ S
adjacent to s0, linked to s0 by a single edge. Hence αt is long and ω
∨
t = α
∨
0 .
At the opposite extreme, we can take s to be a minuscule node; that is, a node of S that is
in the orbit of s0 under the action of the automorphism group of the affine Dynkin diagram.
(Warning: This is a possibly non-standard use of the term minuscule.) The fundamental
coweights corresponding to the minuscule nodes are not in Q∨, and indeed form a complete
set of coset representatives for P∨/Q∨. Since these nodes always correspond to long roots,
again Bott’s construction yields generating varieties for Ω0G
ad. The second author showed
in [18] that these “minuscule generating complexes” correspond to smooth Schubert varieties
that are in fact geometric generating varieties. In types E8, F4 and G2, however, there are no
minuscule nodes, so this construction does not apply. In view of the preceeding proposition,
we nevertheless obtain:
Proposition 6.5 In all Lie types, LG admits a smooth generating variety.
Finally, the following proposition ties up a loose end from [18].
Proposition 6.6 LG admits a smooth Schubert generating variety if and only if G is not of
type E8, F4 or G2.
Proof: What remains to be shown is that in the three exceptional types no smooth Schubert
variety generates the homology. In fact we will show that no smooth Schubert variety can
even generate the rational homology. Let e1 ≤ e2... ≤ er denote the exponents of W , where
r = |S|, and recall that H∗(ΩG;Q) ∼= Q[a1, ..., ar], where |ai| = 2ei. Hence if Xλ is a rational
generating complex, we must have dimXλ ≥ er. In the three exceptional types er = 29, 11, 5
respectively [4]. The smooth Schubert varieties were classified in [1]; in particular there are
only finitely many in each Lie type. The maximal dimension d of a smooth Schubert variety
Xλ is given by:
E8: d = 14 (Xλ is a quadric of type D8/D7)
F4: d = 7 (Xλ is a quadric of type B4/B3)
G2: d = 2 (Xλ ∼= P
2).
Hence none of these three types has a smooth Schubert generating variety.
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